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Chapterr Two

Researchh Methods
Introduction n
Chapterr two focuses on the qualitative and quantitative methods employed in the
dataa collection and the reasons behind these. Gender violence is a delicate and tough
topicc which requires tact and resourcefulness. Only after living in the community for a
longg time was I able to communicate with the people. I could not just 'hit and run'; ask
aboutt their experiences and then leave them to themselves in bewilderment. I needed to
gett too the bottom of their feelings, perceptions and responses. Active participation in the
communityy and in-depth interviews were key tools in disclosing personal experiences
andd evidence of acts of violence. First I conducted a short survey to understand the
characteristicss of the households and of individual women workers. To give my
informantss a clear impression of my research topic, I introduced general questions about
women'ss experiences of conflict with their husbands and others in their networks. I
proceededd with in-depth interviews and observations.
Thiss chapter clarifies informants' attitudes and behaviors toward the research topic
andd myself, the researcher. The delicateness of my topic meant that informants
generallyy became aware of the underlying goals of my research halfway through its
coursee after I had become close to them. Subsequently, this chapter explains why I
decidedd to drop my original plan of data collection and shift to other techniques such as
thee use of television programs, songs, and radio drama in my research.
Intensivee field research lasted 14 monthsfromSeptember 2000 untill October 2001.
Duringg the course of the fieldwork, I occasionally left to visit my family who live seven
hourss travel from the research site. These breaks were needed to escapefrombouts of
boredomm and depression, which inevitably came over me. After the first stage of my
researchh I started writing my first draft in Jogjakarta and the Netherlands. I returned to
thee research site in December 2003 to gather additional information.
1.. Entering the Research Site
Researchh in Indonesia requires official permits involving many layers of
bureaucracy,, from the researcher's home institute to the provincial government down to
thee concerned research site. Which departmental office's official permit is needed and
forr which level of government (province, district, sub-district, or village) depends on
thee location and topic of the research. In some cases a researcher is able to skip certain
bureaucraticc layers through an informal approach, for example through the village head
Withh the discretion of the concerned official the procedure can be considerably
simplified.. In my case, I succeeded in obtaining an official permit from the plantation
headquarterss in Semarang and did not face any significant technical problems. I was
endorsedd to carry out my research and received indispensable personal assistance in
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makingg initial contacts with plantation management staff from one member of the board
off directors, whom I knew personally. Without personal connections I dare say I would
nott have been able to conduct the research.
AA young female Anthropology graduate helped me throughout the data collection
andd served not only as my research assistant, but also as a close companion. In addition
too her, I also had a male assistant who was meant to collect data from male informants;
unfortunately,, he withdrew before completing his job. During my first three months'
stayy my assistant and I lived in a pavilion in the administrator's house. I enjoyed a
warmm personal relationship with the administrator and his family members. The
administratorr and I graduated from the same university and so he was very helpful and
informative.. He also helped me develop good relationships with the plantation's middle
managers.. They gave me ample opportunity to work in the plantation office examining
filesfiles and other documents, and I was somewhat embarrassed to have such privileges. I
realizee that as an anthropologist it was not proper to take advantage of this situation,
however,, I could not help using these connections to facilitate the process. The
administratorr heads the plantation hierarchy, therefore, I took advantage of my
relationshipp with him and other middle managers as one of my research strategies.
Ass a newcomer in the relatively closed plantation community and a colleague of
thee administrator I was in a very favorable position. Anyone whom I encountered
automaticallyy looked up to me and treated me with respect. I was aware that my
informantss associated me with people who, unfortunately, were part of the problem
itself,, namely potential perpetrators of violence. Although I resented this situation I
realizedd that for the sake of my research I had no other choice. Although I was
respected,, my accommodation arrangement created distance between my study subjects
andd myself. Still, this provided me with broad access to all plantation issues, related to
territories,, activities, documentation, and news. Later, I moved out of the
administrator'ss house and into a house in Kalikidang, one of the two hamlets under
research. .
Conductingg research to earn a Ph.D. in Negara Landi or Belanda (the Netherlands)
wass beyond the understanding of most plantation workers. For them Negara Landi or
BelandaBelanda was related to De Jong, the founding father of the plantation whom they
genuinelyy respected. Many wondered what on earth I, a married Indonesian woman
whoo left her family, could expect from long term research in such an out of the way
area.. In their perception, nothing but trouble. Yet, these very characteristics gave me
insightt into how to use my role and develop questions to collect data. When, for
example,, women informants wondered why I was still studying at my age I responded
byy asking them why they themselves did not study at all. When they asked me how I
hadd the heart to leave my husband and son for my work I simply reacted by
commentingg that they should ask themselves to think about why a married woman
wouldd wish to be independent and not rely on her husband.
Itt was interesting to note that in the eyes of the women workers, high education and
plantationn research were only related to male engineers. When I explained that I was
interestedd in their personal lives as plantation workers they were amazed, as this was the
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firstfirst time that they came across a researcher interested in people rather than in tea
processing.. This position made me the focus of attention for many people in the
plantationn community, which in turn, facilitated the whole research process.
Duringg my second visit in December 2003 the main focus of my data collection
wass on gaining more insight from men on gender violence. I also collected more
documentationn (photographs and video). This data was lacking in my previous
fieldwork.fieldwork. I was not unaware of the importance of data on men's perspectives. During
myy first visit, I tried to collect such data, yet, it was difficult for me to fulfill this task. I
brieflyy had a male assistant who was meant to help me interview men, but he left after
onlyy one month. I wrongly thought that he left his job for personal reasons, but later I
heardd that he could not bear the cold and remoteness of the research site. During my
secondd visit, I tried hard to overcome the problems of speaking with men about the
'bad'' things they might have done to their wives or to women workers. As in my
previoussfieldwork,I felt uneasy approaching them and talking about my research topic.
II eventually managed to overcome these constraints and obtain valuable information
fromfrom male informants.
2.. Initial Survey and Establishing Relationships
Thee initial survey was carried out among 270 women plantation workers in active
service,, living in Kaligua and Kalikidang hamlets; 188 were married. Three
enumeratorss helped me in completing the survey in November and December 2000. The
purposee of the survey was to gain information on the following characteristics of
womenn workers: 1) personal and household socio-economic backgrounds, 2) personal
workk experiences, 3) experiences of marital conflict for those who were married, 4)
experiencess of conflict with community members, and 5) experiences of conflict with
malee and female co-workers. The decision to focus on these two hamlets, Kaligua and
Kalikidang,, was made after the identification of respondents in mandor (supervisor)
logbooks.. On examination of the names and addresses in the logbooks in which the
latestt worker data was officially registered it was found that of the five hamlets in
Pandansarii Village and other hamlets in other villages and sub-districts, Kalikidang
contributedd the largest numbers of women plantation workers. Therefore, Kalikidang
wass chosen to represent the hamlets located outside the plantation's boundaries.
Kaliguaa is the only hamlet located on the plantation. During the survey, some
replacementss occurred as not all names appearing in the logbook were valid. Many
weree wrongly spelled, names of women who were no longer working still appeared, and
namess of women who were not residing in either Kaligua or Kalikidang hamlets were
alsoo present.
Too involve all women plantation workers in these two hamlets, a door-to-door
censuss was conducted. This strategy was advantageous. I discovered that many
potentiall tea pickers were currently out of service. They were nearly equal in number to
thosee who were actively working during the survey (see Chapter Three for overall
plantationn labor statistics). Non-active (leren) women workers included women who
weree temporarily not working because of pregnancy and taking care of babies and small
children,, those who had just returned from working in the cities to resume work as
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plantationn workers or those who felt exhausted and wanted to take a break. Some were
workingg as mushroom pickers but were also potential tea plantation workers since they
weree willing to return to tea picking in the future. The large number of potential
workerss was evidence of the flexibility of women to engage in tea picking. Some
womenn whom I first interviewed were leren, but were active by the time of the second
interview.. These findings gave me new insight into the overall coverage of the
plantationn community. The registered numbers of women and their respective
householdd members engaged in plantation work did not represent the reality. The extent
off the true plantation community could not be completed without taking into account
potentiall workers. Nearly everyone living in Kalikidang and Kaligua could be
consideredd belonging to the plantation community1. For research purposes, women who
weree not actively working during the survey were considered plantation workers, too.
Beforee carrying out the survey my first step was to collect data on the women
workers.. At my request, the management staff provided me with this (I was amazed to
discoverr that they regarded my request as an official instruction). All of the mandor
gatheredd in the division office for me to receive their reports on the women involved in
eachh group of tea pickers {kemandoran). To break the ice I tried to be as informal and as
friendlyfriendly as possible, asking them about how many kilograms of tea leaves they
managedd to pick that day and about other activities. I did not fail to notice that my
presencee unsettled these men.
II came across sensitive issues during the selection of informants. This became an
ethicall issue that had to be handled with the utmost care. It was very hard for some of
thee women to understand that if they were not among the 'lucky' ones to be chosen it
wass not because they were incompetent but instead due to my limited capacity to
questionn hundreds of women workers. My privileged position and association with the
plantationn elite only added to misunderstanding about the purpose of my study.
Ultimately,, those feelings of insecurity among women workers reflected their
vulnerabilityy and low status. They had never been interviewed before about their
personall and/or household background, to say nothing about being asked about
domesticc or work conflicts. Whenever I tried to confirm information I had received
fromfrom another informant, my informants would ask curiously how I knew about the
informationn and from whom. By doing this, they tried to ensure that they were not the
oness who spread the news to me and at the same time convinced me that they knew
aboutt the information I needed from them. Among the Javanese the ideal of rukun
(sociall harmony) is pervasive and dominates personal lives and behaviors. For this
reason,, many were reluctant to become confidants. They sought to maintain harmonious
relationshipss with the plantation management in the interest of the plantation
communityy at any expense.
Onee incident occurred during an interview with a woman tea picker whose husband
forbadee her to cooperate. In vain she tried to explain that I was no stranger at all as she
hadd met and spoken to me in the tea garden when I followed the sinder (chief
11

I define the plantation community as all people residing inside the plantation territory (Kaligua
hamlet)) and all the plantation workers and their respective households living in the hamlets outside
thee plantation territory (see Chapter Four for more detail).
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supervisor)) supervising the workers. The husband remained suspicious, asking me
aboutt the purpose of my interview and carefully following my questions to his wife.
Laterr he apologized to me for his behavior and made up for it by explaining an
unpleasantt incident that had occurred a couple of months earlier. Some strangers were
inquisitivee about names and activities of other households, which resulted in the arrest
off a community member who was suspected of being involved in felling trees and
stealingg logs in the forest. This experience led many villagers to be reluctant to
cooperatee with strangers, like myself, who asked about household data.
3.. Observations and In-depth Interviews
Myy daily research tasks included observations and in-depth interviews with the
womenn and other informants. These took place everywhere: in homes, neighborhoods,
gardens,, the factory, offices, the health center, local shops, public toilets, and even in
thee market on payday. I used my senses and my observational capacities as much as
possible.. Most days I visited the tea gardens and processing factories, and occasionally
visitedd the head and division offices, the houses of management staff, the warung
perished,perished, health center, cooperative shop, and schools. During my walks I had the
opportunityy to roam around the neighborhoods and tea gardens. It often happened that I
observedd or met people in the streets, public places, and shops. In the afternoon I
sometimess visited prospective informants and had lunch with them. In the evening I
joinedd my informants' family dinners and gatherings. I never skipped payday, on the
firstfirst and fifteenth of the month to observe and interview my informants. I also joined
thee monthly meeting of the women's association in the plantation hall to gain insight
intoo the roles of elite women in the plantation. As much as possible, I participated in
andd contributed to community gatherings such as childbirths, weddings, circumcisions,
andd burials. I had to ensure that I was not selective in my attendance since I learned that
somee people wondered why I did not respond to their invitations while they saw me
presentt at other gatherings. My daily activities were sometimes hampered by bad
weatherr and conditions in the workplace or by long and heavy walks to reach the places
«iff interview and observation, a physical burden beyond my strength. I was lucky that by
dri\ingg my own car I could manage to visit several distant places within a day.
Occasionally,, I gave my informants and other people in the neighborhood a lift on their
wa\\ home from the tea gardens or other places. There were also times that I preferred to
sta>> in my room or sit in a peaceful place in the garden to reflect on my observations
andd interview notes.
3.1.. Interviewing Women
Throughoutt the research I focused my interviews on 50 married women as my main
informants.. Each have experienced various forms of gender violence. The selection of
thesee 50 women was based on three considerations: results of the initial survey,
informationn from a third party, and my direct endeavor to find cases. The questionnaire
22

A small variety shop organized by Paguyuban Ibu-ibu (Women's Association) formerly called
PeriskaPeriska (Association of Worker's Wives), which its name is derived from. This organization
headedd by the wife of the administrator, is considered to be an elite organization because its
memberss include only permanent women workers and the wives of permanent male workers.
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includedd a section that dealt with experiences of conflict between the respondent and
herr husband, mandor, male co-workers, female co-workers, and neighbors. From the
start,, I expected that interviewed women who confirmed that they had had experiences
off conflicts would share more detailed information about their experiences. While the
researchh progressed I discovered more cases through third parties, such as mothers,
sisters,, other relatives and women co-workers (snowball effect). Another way of
obtainingg cases was through careful direct observation of women's behavior during
theirr encounters with me.
Byy the time the research was almost halfway through, most informants began to
understandd the underlying goals of my research. I was conscious that for many people,
genderr violence was a sensitive issue and that some women might resent my presence
andd therefore become aloof with me. No matter how hard I tried, some refused to
cooperatee and I was forced to give up for ethical considerations3. They did not want to
discusss their experiences of violence for various reasons which included the need to
maintainn privacy and fear. Perceiving acts of violence as 'normal' or as non-violent
weree also factors which made some women unwilling to act as informants. Others
spontaneouslyy welcomed me and shared their experiences. I was happy to gain the
confidencee of women who had experienced gender violence and who considered they
hadd nothing to hide and worry about in releasing their pent-up feelings to me.
II discovered a general pattern of women's reactions to my visits. When I came
acrosss women who were reluctant to speak up, I intuitively assumed that the woman in
questionn had experience with violence. Even if these women allowed me to enter thenhousess out of politeness they were likely to leave me by myself under the pretence of
beingg busy with household chores. This was because many women in the neighborhood
graduallyy recognized that I, a stranger who had become a regular visitor to selected
households,, preferred to talk about family secrets. This gave me an advantage because I
learnedd from such situations more effective ways of seeking information. I was almost
alwayss right with my prediction that when a woman I approached reluctantly accepted
myy visit but left me waiting in the kitchen while she snuck out of her house and then
returnedd with one or more relatives she had a problem with domestic violence. In such
casess I did my utmost to help them open up by being interested in their daily worries
andd sharing my own experiences. This was rarely the case when they let me enter their
housess and lively conversed, sometimes I had to find reasons to make them stop talking.
Thesee chatty women, however, helped me to identify cases. Through their information I
hadd a choice of women with whom I could hold in-depth interviews. What brought me
too understand significant relations between the attitudes toward my visit and
experiencess of domestic violence was women's tendency to avoid people who were
talkingg about their violent experiences. For most, violence is considered a family secret,
whichh is saru (taboo) to be shared with others.

33

Obtaining informed consent, establishing a good relationship with an informant and maintaining
confidentialityy through anonymity of the informant and study site were some strategies considered
(Hardonn et al. 1994:281-284).
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3.2.. Interviewing Men
II also interviewed men: the husbands of my female informants, the administrator,
sinder,sinder, mandor, village heads, village functionaries, and several other informants in the
neighborhoodd and in the workplace. Being aware that the management staff and village
officialss are more educated, but are also often perpetrators of gender violence, I had to
bee very careful in my approach and discussions with them. Male plantation workers'
reactionss were quite different from women's. In earlier encounters, most expressed their
dissatisfactionn with labor conditions. Some were evasive in their reactions for reasons I
understood.understood. Men who were conscious of my research purpose, and who believed that I
wass eager to disclose family secrets became provocative, teasing me with remarks like
"Watchh out. Do not quarrel with your wife, Anna will surely make notes about it." or
"Ma'am,, you should take notes about this man who often abuses his wife" whenever
theyy found me roaming around the neighborhood
Manyy couldn't help making suggestive remarks and comments on sexual matters to
intentionallyy insult my vulnerability as a woman. The rainy and cold weather in those
areass often provoked them to harass me by saying "Please stop by to warm your body,
doo not walk in the rain" or "Isn't it better to huddle and sleep together on this cold
day?".. At such times, I tried hard not to lose my temper and remain cool and regard
thesee experiences as enriching my understanding about these men's ideas and attitudes
onn sexuality and sexual harassment. Later, I considered their provocative responses as
valuablee information about their attempts to overcome barriers of gender and social
rankk and distance (see Chapter Seven). On some occasions, however, I would tell them
offf and criticize their behavior.
II stated earlier that I made a second visit to the research site mostly to collect data
onn men's perspectives toward gender relations and gender violence. I was aware of the
problemss inherent in interviewing men on this topic. Fortunately, in my previous field
researchh I had gathered information about a middle manager who had an affair with his
femalee employee in the processing factory. His case became a hot conversation topic
andd was still being discussed when I revisited the research site at the end of 2003. In
earlyy 2003 the affair ended in a fight between the manager and the husband of the
workerr which led to intervention by the plantation management. The manager in
questionn was penalized by demotion and the woman was transferred to the most remote
areaa of picking. I used this case as a starting point to ask men their opinions, launching
questionss such as: What did they learn from this case? What was their perception of the
manager'ss and the woman's behavior? Why did some men put the blame on the
managerr and others on the woman? As a follow-up, I started asking about more general
casess like: Have they heard about such relationships before? In their opinion, what are
thee causes and consequences of such cases? Then I turned to more specific cases about
wifee scolding, wife beating and other kinds of spousal maltreatment like intimidation,
polygynyy and abandonment. Finally, I confronted my male informants with their
personall experiences of these forms of gender violence both in the domestic and work
sphere. .
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3 3 .. Time and Places for Interviews
Whilee I preferred to have interviews with men outdoors for normative and strategic
reasons,, I had to take many factors into account before deciding on the best time and
placee to interview women. I was quite aware that women workers began their day
betweenn three and four a.m. and didn't finish their chores until about six in the evening
whenn they finished washing the dishes after the evening meal. After this, they were still
occupiedd by household duties and foreseen and unforeseen activities with regard to
childrenn and the community before they went to bed. So I wondered when they could
findfind spare time to be interviewed. At first, I visited them late in the afternoon before
dark.. Later I found this time was often inconvenient for me (as I needed to have some
timee alone) or for the women (as this was their family time). I discovered that the best
timee for interviewing the women was when they were busy doing housework after
workingg in the plantation from around three p.m. onwards. Sometimes I joined them
whenn they were returning home from work. I also found that unplanned visits to my
prospectivee informants in their homes during this time worked quite well. Women's
dailyy tasks and experiences were the most suitable topics of the interviews since these
focuss on concrete gender roles they fulfill and allowed the women to feel at home and
att ease while being interviewed. During the interviews they were free to move in and
outt of the house while still performing their duties. Most interviews, however, were
heldd in the most comfortable place in the house around the fire stove {brama), which is
aa symbol of warmth and coziness4.
3.4.. Lack of Privacy
AA characteristic of the neighborhood was that people were always eager to know
whatt was going on whenever two or more people gathered in a public place. This was
nott only due to curiosity and lack of privacy but also because a gathering was a sign of
closenesss and togetherness. Therefore, most women were likely to come and join when
11 was having an interview or simply chatting with a woman in the street, a shop, a
publicc toilet or a house. When they got interested in the topic of the interview or in the
chatt they joined for a longer time. In the same way I found myself joining women
gatheredd on street corners during their leisure time and I took advantage of these
opportunitiess to become closer with the women and become accepted. I also made use
off the two short breaks at work to join them and was looked upon as someone who, in
spitee of her high status, was willing to mix with people of lower status, thus gaining
theirr appreciation and trust. Before they were aware of my researcher status they
comparedd me with some women administrative workers and the wives of management
stafff whom they thought avoided people of lower status.
Thee fact that people had hardly any privacy was both to my advantage and
disadvantage.. The company of others facilitated me to gain more insight than I had
anticipated.. For example, when I persuaded Sukinem to reveal aspects of her life with
44

The fire stove functions as a place for cooking and as a comfortable place for household members
too get together and entertain close visitors. Brama refers both to wanning one's body and to
activitiess of people sitting around the fire stoves. It is also used as an expression of hospitality.
Peoplee say "''brama riyerf, meaning "Come into my house and sit by the fire to warm your body" to
invitee passersby into one's house.
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herr estranged husband, her mother and stepsister joined in. I was quite taken aback
whenn instead of becoming more informative Sukinem suddenly left us without warning,
inn doing so allowing her mother and stepsister to confide in me. Her husband had
abandonedd Sukinem six months previously out of jealousy and distrust. Sukinem, who
wass only 16 years old, had the courage to ignore and refuse to have sex with her
husbandd which made him leave the house and return to his natal home in the
neighbouringg village. Sukinem's behaviour had upset not only her mother but other
relativess as well. In their eyes, beautiful Sukinem had overestimated herself. A future
withoutt her husband was disastrous in her relatives' eyes. This uncomfortable situation
madee Sukinem taciturn and uncommunicative, especially with her mother and three
brotherss living in the same house. Sukinem's story as told by her mother made me
realizee that marriage problems could be worsened due to the interference of the whole
familyy and stifling traditional views about marital relations. For a strong-headed wife
whoo had the daring ability to 'punish' her husband by ignoring and refusing to have sex
withh him there was no way out; even her relatives refused to support her. When I later
attemptedd to draw more information about her marriage she countered me by cynically
commenting,, "My mother supplied you with all you need to know, didn't she?" Only
tenn months later when I became closer to her did she share her story. Clearly, the
presencee of Sukinem's mother and her stepsister were to my advantage. But lack of
privacyy and the continuous presence of others also meant that there was little to no
possibilityy to gain insight into the personal opinions and experiences of my informants.
3.5.. Reflections on Informants' Remarks
Evenn before I embarked on core interviews, I had collected remarks and reactions
relatedd to my research on gender ideology and gender relations. I had also taken notes
onn curious questions and comments reflecting the women workers' social and labor
status,,frustrationsand expectations. Most of these questions concerned my status and
myy work.
// envy you. You 're just roaming around the gardens and visiting houses and you said that
youyou 're working? What kind of work is that?

Thesee were questions typical for lay people imtrained in social research. For the
womenn it was hard to imagine what my activities entailed and I had to resort to strategic
explanations.. In doing so I tried to avoid their misunderstanding of my work and to
maintainn my sympathy for their economic and physical burdens. My landlady spread
newss of my long working hours in writing out and discussing interview results with my
assistantt until late at night, and the women soon appreciated my work and overcame
theirr prejudices. It dawned on them that people with higher education have more
opportunitiess to better-paid jobs which utilize their brains more than people who only
relyy on their physical strength for their living. I hoped my case would inspire at least
theirr children to strive for higher education.
HowHow much do you earn? Did you have a salary as big as our mandor, sinder or even the
administrator?administrator? How nice to be an insinyur (engineer)'.

Thesee questions and statements were purposeful. They not only expressed the
women'ss curiosity about my salary but also their urge to check their superior's earnings
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ass managers. As they regarded me as having the same educational achievement as their
superiors,, they tried to extract financial information from me. Most people in the
plantationn community linked higher education to agriculture, as they were only familiar
withh the academic degrees of the administrator and some of the managers. The fact that
theyy mistook my anthropological background for an agricultural one reflected their poor
knowledgee of varying scientific disciplines. I provided diplomatic answers to financial
questions,, such as "I am better paid than you are, but you know quite well that includes
thee price I have to pay for staying away from my husband and my son. How would you
likee it?" It was not surprising to me that they were quite embarrassed with such a
responsee and could not answer me clearly.
AreAre you married? Who takes care of your child? Don 'tyou think it is not good to leave your
husbandhusband for such a long time? Isn 't he upset because you are working away from home?

II often heard these questions from people with different socio-economic
backgrounds.. The difference between my informants and others was that the former
couldd not take into account any considerations and agreements my husband and I had
madee prior to our temporary separation. They only saw black or white, good or bad, and
thuss saw my departure from my husband and my son as bad. When I responded to their
worriess I unintentionally exposed them to new perspectives on marital roles and
relationships,, and agreements possible between men and women in general.
IsIs your husband jobless so that you have to leave home for a living? Is his salary not enough
soso that you have to work and sacrifice your family?

Thesee kinds of questions reflected the women's uncompromising attitude about
genderr ideology and roles pertaining in the community: the husband was supposed to be
thee main earner in the family. Later when they knew that my husband was well settled
andd I still worked far away from home they could not help asking me why I worked.
Thesee questions enabled me to provide the women with new perspectives about gender
matters. .
Manyy other questions related to my personal and family matters helped me
understandd the women's gender values, norms, and expectations of relationships. As an
outsiderr who talked intensively with these women, the women gave me room to
influencee and imbue them with gender-related problems. My presence and introduction
off my research topic changed the women's and others' awareness, perceptions of and
responsess to gender violence (Kvale 1996).
Thee selection of my informants also incited critical reactions. Many could not help
askingg me why I was unwilling to interview all the workers and why I was very
selective. .
WhyWhy don't you call on me? How do you select your informants?

Thesee were the most common remarks when I met women who had not been
selectedd as my respondents for the survey. I tried hard to explain my study purpose, and
thatt I did not have enough time and it was beyond my capacity to interview all of them,
soo that whether I liked it or not I had to restrict my sample. Sometimes I justified my
decisionn by saying "ƒ chose her (mentioning a name) and not you because I gained
informationinformation about you before. But do you still have information for me that I don't
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knowknow abort?" With these remarks I intentionally tricked them because I did not want to
makee them unhappy for not being chosen. By doing so I still offered them to become
myy informants if they could supply me with valuable information about them or about
somebodyy else.
IsIs there anything wrong with our work? Are you going to report this to our mandor?

II answered these questions by explaining that I had come to interview them about
theirr working conditions and their relations with male supervisors and co-workers
whichh had no bearing whatsoever on their work performance. When co-workers of my
informantss joined in or listened in during interviews, they would usually urge my
informantt to supply straightforward answers because they had nothing to hide. In fact,
byy telling me the truth they hoped I could act as a mediator to convey their needs to
supervisorss and other superiors. This expectation made me feel rather awkward, as this
wass not the purpose of my research.
Wheneverr I tried to meddle in domestic affairs, particularly with regard to violence
thee women were taken by surprise and reacted:
ThisThis is not proper! You should not try to disclose family secrets. What's the use of telling
suchsuch things? Isn 't it taboo?

II cautiously tried to convince them that as a woman I sympathized with other
women'ss woes, especially with those who had to bear domestic violence and did not see
anyy way to overcome or end their suffering. I expressed my hope that they would be
willingg to speak in confidence with me and share their unexpressed feelings.
"I"I know very well that as a woman we have many tasks and responsibilities at work and at
home.home. These tasks seem unrewarding, and even become the cause of protracted marital
quarrels.quarrels. Therefore lam very anxious to know about your relationship with your husband. Is
itit stable, harmonious or full of strain and strife? Have you ever been maltreated by your
husbandhusband in one way or another? "

Whenn my informants spoke and shared their experiences with me, this implied
consentt for the interview.
4.. The Use of Media
Itt is not easy to come straight to the point if one wants to broach the subject of
domesticc violence. One tactic is to use media to begin the discussion. During my
researchh I used sinetron (short for sinema elektronik, electronic cinema, referring to
Indonesiann soap opera serials) as well as song lyrics to facilitate the women to open up,
speakk and share their experiences of gender violence which were consciously and
unconsciouslyy suppressed. In my view, this method proved to be more effective than
straightforwardd questions like "Have you experienced cruel conflict with your
husband?'husband?' which might embarrass or stifle them. One could argue that the abovementionedd method was unethical or that I was slyly trying to elicit desired information.
However,, this strategy was needed to establish and maintain good rapport and to
conveyy the objectives of my research.
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Indonesiann soap serials center on brutal and violent familial relationships5. In
additionn to these, serials from Taiwan, Mexico, Brazil, and India are broadcast on many
televisionn channels in Indonesia. These are marked with similar characteristics of heartstrickenn scenes of abandoned or abused women who barely survive their fate, except for
thee lucky few which have a happy ending. During the research I made ample use of two
veryy popular Indonesian serials, Sharmtia and Kalau Cinta Jangan Marah, which were
broadcastt during primetime. Sharmila tells the story of a woman trapped in an arranged
marriage.. Her husband and her mother in-law abuse her. Kalau Cinta Jangan Marah
(whichh can be translated as "If you love me, don't be angry") tells another version of an
arrangedd marriage. Out of economic considerations the woman marries a rich husband
whoo turns out to be possessive as well as violent. When my women informants watched
thesee serials in the evening, I observed their facial expressions, their gestures, and
remarks.. On some occasions I also asked them to comment on scenes, which clearly
exposedd abusive husbands smacking, beating, shouting at and intimidating their wives.
Forr song lyrics, I chose newly released popular and modern songs as well as some
oldd favorites and dangdut songs. These songs, with themes of happiness as well as
sadnesss in marriage and dating were excellent tools to introduce the topic of violence.
Dangdut,Dangdut, a popular genre of Indonesian music, combines local music and Malay
instrumentss with Western pop and rock, Indian songs, and Arabic popular music.
DangdutDangdut gained its popularity in the mid-1990s through television broadcasts and the
salee of cassettes. It was once regarded as marginal because it was only popular among
thee poorest rural populations and had a reputation as musik kampungan (grassroots
musicc or village music) or musik rakyat (folk music)6. Another local music I used was,
tarling,tarling, an acronym of gitar (guitar) and suling (flute), the main musical instruments
usedd . Both dangdut and tarling songs are popular among the plantation women, and
havee similar themes of love, betrayal, dishonesty, infidelity, sexual jokes, polygamy and
abusivee relationships. More patriotic and critical themes supporting the healing of
Indonesia'ss disintegration and violence are also found in these songs.
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Aripurnami (1996) has criticized the popular and influential television production known as
sinetronn as representing unrealistically dependent women, in contrast to the equally unrealistic
portrayall of men as rational problem solvers. The image of a happy, independent woman is almost
absentt because this type of independent woman is represented, ironically, as prone to creating
problemss in their private life, for their families and, ultimately, as a 'burden' to the community at
largee (Sunindyo 1993). Sinetron thus sends a clear message: it is best that women stay close to the
home,, taking care of their husband, children, family.
66 For more details on dangdut, its development, its growing popularity among the lower class, and its
meaningg as a gesture against commercial pop and the elite, see Frederick (1982), Simatupang
(1996),, Hill and Krishna Sen (1997), and Sutton (1998). See also Browne (2000) for gender
implicationss in dangdut.
77 In the early 1980s many villagers bought transistor radios to receive news and entertainment
programss transmitted from radio stations based in northern Java, particularly from Cirebon, a
coastall city in West Java. Owing to the lack of availability of radio programs from the Banyumas
area,, the local people became familiar with stories and songs from Cirebon, an area that celebrates
differentt elements of Javanese culture. Some of the favorite cultural entertainment from Cirebon
includedd tarling, and contemporary tarling dangdut, a mix of tarling and dangdut and a popular
radioo drama about a crazy woman in love with a man, which ends tragically in the death of the
womann entitled Baridin.
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II often used a dangdut song entitled Kejam (Ruthlessness) sung by legendary
femalee singer Elvy Sukaesih since the melody was familiar to me and I could join in the
songg whenever it was sung. The text as well as the melody suited my topic very well.
SungguhSungguh kau suami yang kejam, Yang tiada berperasaan, Bila ku bersalah tanganntu yang
bicara,bicara, Kau perlakukan aku seperti hewan, Lepaskan aku lepaskan aku tak tahan ku tak
tahan tahan

(Youu really are an evil husband, having no compassion at all. Whenever I make a
mistakee you sway your hands, everything gets out of hand. In your hands I am a
helplesss creature. Release me. I can't stand it anymore).
Thee tarling song Tanggung Jawabe literally means "responsibiliy". It is about a
womann who feels betrayed by her husband who remarried without her consent. Instead
off leaving her husband she submits to her fate and becomes the first wife, begging her
husbandd to treat her and her rival without discrimination.
Beforee questioning the women, I was curious to find out how they liked the stories
andd the lyrics. The following questions served as a guide to my interviews: What do
youu think about this story/song? What do you think about a woman who remains with
herr abusive husband like in this story/song? Why do you think she puts up with her
situation?? Do you know women in similar situations? How well informed are you about
thosee other women's experiences of violence? What do you think you have to do to
avoidd violence in a marital relationship? How about your marriage? Have you had the
samee experience as these women? I discovered that the women became enthusiastic
whenn discussing songs and stories with me. They frankly admitted that situations
presentedd in the stories and songs reflected daily occurrences in their marriages. They
agreedd that "Tiyang emah-emah niku padu rak ngge biasa. Tirose tiyang sepuh niku
bumbunebumbune urip (Quarrels and disputes among spouses have to be taken for granted. They
makee up the natural ingredients of life according to the common sayings of the elderly).
However,, when I confronted them with the physical violence in the stories and
songs,, the women tended to disqualify and even deny their experiences of such violence
byy asserting "No, never before have I experienced it and I am sure I never wilF while
keepingg their hands together as if in prayer. No reports of ongoing physical violence
reachedd me in my research. Women were only willing to share their or other women's
pastt experiences. The delicacy of the topic was responsible for this attitude. Another
factorr was their unwillingness to disclose family secrets which would bring shame (isin)
too themselves and their family. For the Javanese it is taboo (saru) to let people know
aboutt family secrets as reflected in the Javanese saying: mikul ndhuwur mendemjero
(showw good things but hide bad things). Yet, another factor was the fear of retaliation by
thee perpetrators of violence. Only when the storm had blown over and the fear was gone
didd they have the courage to share their experiences. This will be dealt with further in
comingg chapters, as well as the socio-cultural context of the community and its effects
onn the attitudes and behaviors of women and other informants regarding gender
violence. .
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5.. The Cancellation of Focus Group Discussions and the Function of
Locall and Official Gatherings
II have argued that women in the community were eager to join others during
gatheringss in public spaces or in someone's house. For the purpose of personal
interviews,, the presence of a third party proved to be disadvantageous as such people
oftenn affected the interview. Nevertheless, it was fortunate to find many women in
unexpectedd gatherings. These moments served as a substitute for focus group
discussionss (FGDs), which had been initially planned as one of my data collection
techniques.. Interviews during these moments (meetings) might fail to meet the criteria
off careful planning with regard to time, venue and members and interview structure
concerningg group members, topic, ground rules, and introduction questions as indicated
byy Kreuger (1988). However, in line with Denzin and Lincoln (1994), I would argue
thatt the group interview is essentially a data gathering technique in which the
interviewer/moderatorr is free to direct the interaction and inquiry in a structured or
unstructuredd manner depending on the purpose of the interview.
Thee cancellation of FGDs resulted from observations about the opinions on group
formation.. As explained earlier, I learned from the selection of respondents for my
surveyy that many women were curious about why they had or had not been selected.
Thiss led me to decide not to form focus groups to avoid creating more problems. I
realizedd that what would be a simple thing for me would be big for my informants. In
fact,, as an outsider and researcher I need not have heeded their anxieties for being
selectedd or not in a group, yet, I think that such an attitude would be unfair. I realized
thatt women who had not been chosen would feel anxiety and insecurity, a situation
whichh would mirror their working conditions.
Itt was still possible to conduct focus group interviews through making use of
spontaneouss gatherings of women in the weighing post during the two short daily
breaks,, at the shop, in a public toilet, on a street corner, or in a house during leisure
time.. On some occasions, it was possible for me to have interviews with men gathered
inn unexpected groups, as well. Every time I visited the gardens I approached and talked
withh mandor. Other mandor and male workers who passed by joined in and so I could
conductt impromptu group interviews. At these times, I tried as much as possible to
directt the discussions to topics relevant to my research objectives. Also, I knew that in
thee afternoon there was a regular meeting among mandor in the division office. I made
usee of these for group interviews. Usually when the meeting was finished I would start
talkingg to one or two mandor; another two or more mandor would join in. When a
groupp of four to five mandor had assembled I directed the talk to my interview
purposes.. Spontaneous gatherings enabled me to confirm cases I had previously heard
off or observed, providing data source and method triangulations (Denzin 1970 and
Kimchietal.. 1991).
Twoo pieces of evidence confirmed my decision to stick to informal and impromptu
FGDs.. First, since I concentrated on the lives of women in two hamlets, I regularly paid
visitss to eight of 20 kemandoran (group of tea pickers) who made up the largest group
off women from Kalikidang and Kaligua. The other 12 kemandoran were seldom
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visited.. Even though I tried hard to explain why I could not see them as often as the
others,, these women repeated the same questions every time I came across them in the
teaa gardens or in their houses. Apparently, they could not resign themselves to the
situation.. They insisted on looking at my list of names for their own names. They even
commentedd on my stay in the Kalikidang hamlet, asking why I did not stay in another
hamlet.. Second, they could not help envying other women for whose children I brought
candiess and snacks on my return to the hamlet after visits to my hometown,
Yogyakarta.. I was disheartened to learn that they were annoyed with me for failing to
treatt their children and themselves to snacks and candies, and looked upon this as
discriminatory. .

Whenn I planned to organize a farewell gathering at the end of my first field study
withh the women workers I was reminded by the management staff not to be biased
towardd other women. Originally, for practical reasons I was going to have a meek
gatheringg for the eight kemandoran that I regularly visited. Yet, that was out of the
questionn for the management staff, who felt that I should include the other 12
kemandorankemandoran as well. They were of the opinion that all the women should be include
becausee of my 14 months stay in which I had developed a hospitable relationship with
alll of them. They also reminded me of the women's characteristics, their need to be
treatedd uniformly and non-discriminatively to avoid jealousy and curiosity. Indeed,
everyy time I dealt with the women not only did I gain information but also knowledge
off and insight into their lives in general. So it was only decent not to differentiate
amongg them. Therefore, I spent one whole day visiting the twenty kemandoran
conveyingg thanks and bidding farewell to them while treating them to snacks. As I still
intendedd to remember the women informants whom I felt deeply indebted to, I decided
too give them cassettes, video compact discs, and nail cutters as presents on the last two
dayss before my departure to avoid possible complaints.
6.. Concluding Remarks
Appropriatee strategies were required for conducting research on gender violence in
thee plantation community. To obtain the necessary permits, I began by contacting the
managementt staff. Then I faced introducing, explaining, and developing a sensitive
topic,, while at the same time building and maintaining relationships with the women
andd other informants, and eliciting core information from them. To enable this, I
employedd various methods of data collection, from surveys, to active participation in
thee community, to in-depth interviews and impromptu focus group discussions.
Duringg the course of the research, different perceptions between myself and the
womenn subjects of the research on domestic and workplace gender issues, labor
relationss and gender violence arose. From my own point of view, women who consider
theirr experiences with gender roles and gender violence as part and parcel of their
ordinaryy lives are in fact subjects of a discriminative and patriarchal system.
Afterr a series of meetings, most women recognized feelings of unfairness and even
off depression as a result of the gender roles and expectations pertaining in the
community.. Many were able to relate consciously or unconsciously their feelings and
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experiencess of gender inequality which underlie the complexities of their lives. In this
way,, as a researcher, I was an instrument, exploring and using my subjectivity and
ultimatelyy opening the way to inter-subjectivity between the women and myself (Van
derr Geest 2002:5-6). It is true to say that I influenced their perceptions of life, which is
nott a revelation at all, but normal. It was only during my interviews and encounters with
thee women that a realization of their roles and burdens dawned on them. I helped open
theirr eyes and minds to that realization.
InIn the community, gender violence is an integral part of daily life. It is taken so
muchh for granted that it has become 'normal'. This research aims to break through the
silencee and the normality surrounding gender violence in the community. In later
chapters,, we will see how these women object to their vulnerable position to survive
theirr lives by creating their own strategies of resistance.

